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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to directly investigate the influence of driving style on hazards and to test the hazard perception of

drivers with driving style variability in different scenarios. To achieve these goals, we use a VR system for simulation. In the

experiment, we compare the hazard perception abilities of drivers with four driving styles (dangerous, angry, anxious, and

cautious) in three different hazard conditions (lane change, pedestrian presence phenomenon, and U-turn). Participants ’

driving decisions and hazard perception behaviors were recorded simultaneously. The results show that (1) the VR technology

provides a realistic representation of the hazard situation, and the participants were able to react more realistically. (2)

Dangerous drivers had the weakest hazard perception, cautious drivers had the strongest hazard perception, and there was

little difference in hazard perception of anxious and angry drivers. (3) Lane changing was the most hazard-prone scenario, and

drivers ’ hazard perception was the weakest in this scenario, leading to an increased rate of traffic accidents. (4) Male drivers

had stronger hazard perceptions than female drivers. The results of this study have important implications for road safety as

targeted training can improve hazard perception based on driving style, and the study provides a new paradigm for detecting

hazard perception ability.

Introduction

Today, traffic accidents are a major contributor to injuries and deaths1. Every year, more than 1.35 million people die in

road traffic accidents worldwide, and another 50 million are injured2. Several studies point out that one of the most successful

interventions to reduce crash risk is hazard perception testing3. Hazard perception testing is essential to reduce road accident

casualties.

Hazard perception skills are often similarly thought of as road situation awareness4and are defined as the ability to detect

and recognize obvious or developing hazards in the driving environment5. This skill is usually assessed through a test that

requires learners to watch a series of video clips from the driver’s perspective and to press a button when they see a developing

hazard. The quicker the driver reacts to the hazard, the higher the score received, thus reflecting higher hazard perception skills

and subsequent road safety3.6 Research has demonstrated that hazard perception tests can measure potentially advanced skills

related to driving. Performance on such tests can even predict past and future traffic accidents7, 8. And it significantly reduces

collisions between young drivers9. Therefore, it is relevant to study hazard perception. And the driver’s hazard perception ability

is highly correlated with the risk of driving accidents. As driver experience increases, so does this ability, and accident risk

decreases10. Most scholars have chosen driving experience as a variable to study hazard perception3, 10, but driving style also

affects hazard perception. Because it is a key factor in reflecting the internal state of driving and predicting driving behavior11.

Secondly, the driving style also influences hazard perception. Driving style implies the driver’s habits in terms of speed

selection, following distance, tendency to overtake and violation of traffic rules12, 13. In the study of driving styles, we chose to

use the Multidimensional Driving Style Inventory (MDSI) for driving style classification. This is because the MDSI has been

shown to be a valid and reliable indicator for assessing driver style14–17.

The MDSI classifies driving styles into four categories: dangerous, angry, anxious, and cautious17. In detail, a dangerous

driving style is a driving style in which the driver deliberately violates driving regulations in pursuit of speed or illegal

overtaking; anxious driving is a driving style in which the driver develops feelings and emotions of alertness and tension,

accompanied by distracting behavior; an angry driving style is a driving style in which the driver displays angry and hostile

attitudes and behavior, and a cautious driving style is a safe and prudent driving behavior17. Drivers with different driving

styles have different hazard perception skills. Drivers with the three maladaptive driving styles of danger, anger, and anxiety are

less able to perceive hazards and take more risks on the road than drivers with a cautious style17, 18. Therefore, it is even more

important to test the hazard perception of drivers with different driving styles.

Early research on hazard perception focused on testing drivers with different driving experiences or different safety



Table 1. Participant demographics under different specified conditions.

Male Female

Perception Perception

Text Text

Total N 32 32

Age in year(SD) 21.2(2.8) 21.3(2.3)

Taken Hazard Perception text(N) 26 10

Pass Hazard Perception text(N) 22 10

Average driving age 2.1 1.6

Mean hours driving per week 2.1 1.5

Mean annual mileage - 7179

situations using video or image formats.19, 20.And today, many scholars are adding the remaining influences to the model

for research. For example, adding different visuals to examine their role in hazard perception and determine whether they

enhance hazard perception10. Or improving techniques for testing hazard perception3. While these and other related studies

have confirmed the importance of driver hazard perception testing, it is unclear how the hazard perception information provided

by driving style affects driver decision-making in different scenarios. This research gap drives the present study.

However, there are several approaches to hazard testing. the use of still images rather than dynamic clips21, 22. Secondly,

the danger of using video recordings23. Third, the use of computer-generated images24. Fourth, the use of natural hazards8.

Fifth, direct stagging of hazardous events25. Although these research methods are effective in testing hazard perception, hazard

perception relies on behavioral and environmental subtleties that are not represented in the image world3. Therefore, this paper

offers an alternative to this research using Immersive Virtual Environments (IVEs) based on Virtual Reality (VR) technology.

Virtual reality is "a real or simulated environment in which the perceiver experiences a sense of remoteness"26. The perceptual

behavior observed in virtual reality environments is qualitatively comparable to real-world behavior27.

IVE is an effective research tool for which there is reasonable ecological validity to evoke realistic human contingency

behaviors. It enables the control and manipulation of key variables according to an experimental design and the collection of

reliable qualitative and quantitative behavioral data28, 29.

This paper uses the IVE approach to address the two questions about this study. First, how does the hazard perception

behavior of drivers with different driving styles affect or affect their driving decisions? Second, the hazard perception behavior

of drivers with different driving styles in different scenarios and their impact on driving decisions.

Methods

Participants

Sixty-four participants were recruited for this study, and each of them was classified as having one of four driving styles

(dangerous, angry, anxious, or cautious) (32 females, mean age of 21.9 years, SD = 2.3, and 32 males, mean age of 21.6 years,

SD = 2.8). The participant demographics for the different specified conditions are shown in Table 1. Thirty-six percent of the

drivers had taken at least one hazard perception test. They had to have a valid driver’s license and at least one year of driving

experience. Participants had normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing. Participants were required to sign a written

informed consent before the start of the experiment, complete a pre-driving questionnaire which included questions related to

demographics, driving history, and driving behavior, and perform familiarisation driving. Upon completion of the experiment,

each participant received 50 RMB.

The Sichuan Normal University committee approved the study protocol in accordance with the International Declaration

of Helsinki. Study participants were given verbal consent, and participation was based solely on their willingness to participate.

Participants were also informed of the purpose of the study and its procedures. In addition, participants were informed of their

right to withdraw from the study.

Design

A 4 x 3 intergroup design was designed to test the hazard perception, behavior, and driving decisions of the variable

driving styles (hazard, anxious, angry, and cautious) in different hazard scenarios (hazard 1:Lane change, hazard 2:Sudden

appearance of pedestrians, and hazard 3:Turnaround) at the intersections. Drivers with different driving styles were assigned to

detect driving decision behaviors in the hazard perception test. The dependent variables for the hazard perception test were

hazard detection time and the accuracy of hazard detection (hazard discrimination) (i.e., the response made within the VR
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Figure 1. Diagram of the driving event

system). The dependent variables for driving decisions were speed and acceleration noise (acceleration noise is considered an

indicator of reckless driving30.

Time for hazard detection. To provide a time-based performance metric, we calculated the detection time for all risks that

were correctly identified. Hazard detection time was averaged over time (in milliseconds) from the participant’s first response

to the hazard to the time when the same hazard ended. All values were negative, with larger negative values indicating earlier

hazard detection and better hazard perception performance. Hazard onset is defined as the point at which the hazard starts to

occur (e.g., the vehicle ahead starts to change lanes in Hazard 1; pedestrians can be seen first in Hazard 2; cars can be seen

coming towards you in Hazard 3). It is important to note that there are clues or precursors to the hazard before it occurs. A

hazard offset is defined as the point at which the hazard is no longer dangerous, or where a collision has occurred without

a response. In some cases, this coincides with the disappearance of the hazardous object (e.g., the pedestrian in hazard 2

runs quickly past the driver’s vehicle and disappears), while in other cases, the hazardous object is still present in the IVE

environment but is no longer considered to be dangerous. For example, in hazard 1, a car suddenly enters the participant’s

lane and then accelerates away. Once it accelerates and disappears, it is no longer a hazard, even though it can still be seen in

the IVE environment. The number of hazards that detect a response to these scores determines the overall accuracy of hazard

discrimination.

Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in a VR system with a combined resolution of 1080 (horizontal) x 1200 (vertical) pixels

for a binocular display. The IVE (Immersive Virtual Environment) was modeled and rendered using 3D Studio Max software,

which was then imported from the platform of the Unity3D game engine. The Unity3D particle system was also used to

visualize the scene and provide realistic driving sounds using headphones.

During the experiment, participants remained seated and used the steering wheel to interact with the IVE. Specifically,

they manipulated the steering wheel and moved through the IVE, moving forward, backward, left, or right at their own speed

while keeping their body still.

Materials

The experiment was conducted using a VR system for hazard perception testing, which lasted approximately 10 minutes.

The system used the driver’s perspective and was conducted at an intersection. The experiment consisted of two hazard

scenarios that required a rapid response from the driver. The response was defined as any behavior that required the driver

to take corrective action (e.g., applying the brakes, using the steering wheel to take evasive action) to avoid a hazard (e.g., a

potential collision)10. This hazard includes pedestrians suddenly appearing in view and moving towards the vehicle, U-turns,

and vehicles suddenly changing lanes to overtake. All our hazards are demonstrated to/for/against the IVE environment.
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Table 2. Experimental scenarios

Dangerous scenes Description
Hazard

duration(ms)

Hazard 1

When you are driving in the right lane and there

are cars ahhead of you, you shift to the left

lane as instructed. As you have veered off

the angle of the motor vehicle,you notice that

a motor vehice in your blind spot of vision is

accelerating towards you and changing lanes to

the right to overtake you.

4000

Hazard 2

You are approaching a pedestrian crossing at an

intersection were the yellow light isabout

to come on and you are about to accelerate across

when a pedestrian suddenly appears in your line of sight.

2400

Hazard 3

When you are travelling in the left lane and are

about to make a U-turn, there are

cars on your right, and you turn around as instructed.

When you have deflected the angle of the

manoeuvre, you realize that you have misjudged

the situation and that a motor vehicle

is accelerating towards you.

2480

Experimental scenarios

The scenario of this experiment is shown in Table 2. Fig 1 shows a diagram of the driving process. A U-turn is a task often

performed by drivers on the road to reach their planned destination. Rear-end accidents are more likely to occur when a vehicle

is turning or swerving than when changing lanes31. Wrong turns, u-turns, or lane changes are the main causes of rear-end and

tailgating accidents32, 33. Therefore, this driving task was chosen as one of the research scenarios for this paper.

Drivers often perform lane-changing driving tasks on the road to reach a planned destination (forced lane change) or

to achieve desired driving conditions (random lane change)34. Although lane changing can reduce the speed of neighboring

road users, it can disrupt the flow of surrounding traffic. As a result, lane changing is often reported as a cause of collisions

(e.g., tailgating and sideswipes)35–37. These studies confirm the importance of lane changing in terms of road safety and traffic

efficiency. Therefore, this driving task is chosen as one of the research scenarios in this paper.

Intersections are high-risk locations where traffic accidents occur frequently. The sudden appearance of a pedestrian under

an intersection is more likely to lead to a traffic accident. Moreover, drivers have a short reaction time when pedestrians appear,

which can lead to traffic conflicts and collisions due to wrong decisions38. Therefore, the phenomenon of pedestrian emergence

at intersections is included in this paper as a research scenario.

Procedure

Participants were tested by the laboratory. The researchers provided written instructions, and participants had to sign

a written consent form that detailed their right to withdraw without cause at any time. They were also asked to complete a

pre-driving questionnaire. This included questions related to demographics, driving history, driving behavior, and performing

familiarisation driving, as shown in the experimental flow of Fig 2.

Participants were then asked to complete the MDSI questionnaire. The questionnaire was used to differentiate drivers into

4 groups: dangerous, angry, anxious, and cautious.

Once the grouping was completed, the participants in each of the 4 groups were given a task. Firstly, driving training,

which requires participants to familiarise themselves with the driving environment in VR, Secondly, a hazard perception test

was conducted after the training was completed, informing them of the need to react quickly to hazards as they occurred. The

hazard test consisted of two hazard scenarios: changing lanes to overtake a car and the sudden appearance of a pedestrian.

Upon completion of the test, participants are given an evaluation questionnaire. The questionnaire includes feedback

and thoughts on the driving experience and the IVE environment, as well as an assessment of the effect of the tool on the

participant’s motion sickness using the NASATLX questionnaire.

Instructions to participants in the hazard perception condition include: "Drive as usual until you pass the intersection. The

environment will contain 2 hazards. When you observe a hazard in the environment, you need to act, such as changing speed or

direction to avoid a collision. Make sure you only make behavioral changes when the hazard starts to occur. Try to keep driving
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Table 3. Aggregated statistical scenarios of the operational and reaction data for each driving scenario

Variable Variable Description
Average(SD) Count(percentage)

Angry Dangerous

Anxious Cautious

Angry Dangerous

Anxious Cautious

Hazard events -

Lane change
Speeding vehicles

when changing lanes
- -

Sudden

appearance

of pedstrians

Pedestrians suddenly

appear out of sight
- -

Turnaround

Turning around

in front of an

accelerating vehicle

- -

Traffic

operation

variable

Speed(m/s)

Speed of the

driver at the

start of the hazard

11.56 11.75 11.44 10.56

(2.50)(2.44)(2.40)(1.93)
-

Acceleration

noise

Standard deviation

of a driver’s

acceleration and

deceleration before

the onset of danger

0.371 0.372 0.361 0.356

(0.04)(0.05)(0.04)(0.03)
-

Hazard

detection

time(ms)

Average time

from when participants

first reacted to the

hazard to when the

same hazard ended

-1407.94 -1427.56 -1412.31 -1406.88

(2.52) (2.68) (2.48) (2.14)
-

Response

variables

Hazard

identification

Accuracy in

detecting hazards
-

43.75(7)31.25(5)

62.5(10)81.25(13)

normally at other times to ensure we can use your data properly. "

Results

Statistical analysis

In line with our aim to determine the hazard perceptions of drivers with different driving styles under different hazard

scenario conditions, our analysis focused on the performance of driving behavior when the hazard scenario phase occurred. We

performed 4 groups (driving styles: dangerous, angry, anxious, and cautious) x 3 times (dangerous scenarios: dangerous 1,

dangerous 2, and dangerous 3) analysis of variance (ANOVAs) with repeated measures of the second factor. Summary statistics

for the explanatory and response variables (Table 3).

Hazard perception

Hazard identification. Analysis of variance showed that F(1,63)=4.49, p<0.05, dangerous scenes F(1,63)=2.28, p<0.05,

have a significant effect. Drivers showed better hazard perception in hazard scenario 1 than in hazard 2 and hazard 3.

The percentage examples of hazard discrimination gradually decreased according to hazard 1, hazard 2, and hazard 3, as

(46.875%>40.625%>37.5%).

Hazard detection time. The ANOVA revealed that F(1,63)=3.11, p<0.05, dangerous scenes F(1, 63)=1.14, p<0.05 have a

significant effect. The detection time for the hazard 1 scenario has the largest negative value, which indicates that the driver

hazard is detected the earliest during the lane change and has better hazard perception performance. The driver’s driving speed

changes the most in the Hazard 1 scenario, and the driver’s driving speed changes the least in the Hazard 3 scenario.
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Table 4. Driving style score according to gender.

Driving style MDSI factors Male Female

Angry driving style

Risky and Angry

Mean 2.65 2.15

S.D. 1.07 0.92

Dangerous driving style

High-velocity and Distress reduction

Mean 2.67 2.23

S.D. 0.77 0.75

Anxious driving style

Dissociative and Anxious

Mean 2.17 2.23

S.D. 0.66 0.64

Cautious driving style

Patient and Careful

Mean 4.45 4.67

S.D. 0.78 0.69

Driving style

Based on statements of feelings, thoughts, and behaviors while driving, the driver completed the Likert scale. The total

score on this scale is 6, ranging from 1 (not at all) to 6 (very much). Cronbach’s alpha was reasonable for the four dimensions

(0.82 for dangerous driving, 0.81 for anxious driving, 0.77 for angry driving, and 0.70 for cautious driving), with each driver’s

responses related to the scale yielding scores on average for the four driving styles, with higher scores indicating higher levels

of style. Driving styles were therefore classified according to gender variability, and differences in driving styles and gender

were investigated by t-tests, yielding the resulting means and SDs shown in Table 4. The analysis showed significant gender

differences, indicating that males scored higher on dangerous and angry driving styles than females. Females scored higher on

anxious and cautious driving styles than males.

Hazard perception under driving styles
An ANOVA for hazard perception of different driving styles showed a significant effect of F(3,63)=2.58, p<0.05, and

hazard scenario F(2,63)=0.18, p<0.05. And there was also a statistically significant interaction between the two, F(1,63)=2.57,

p<0.05.

As shown in Fig 5,6, the percentage of hazard discrimination shows the lowest percentage of drivers with a hazardous

driving style (31.25%) and the highest percentage of drivers with a cautious driving style (81.35%). The maximum negative

hazard detection time was (1406.88ms) for cautious drivers and the minimum negative hazard detection time was (1427.56ms)

for dangerous drivers.

The speed and acceleration are shown in Fig 3,4. ANOVA showed a significant effect of driving style, F(1,63)=2.43,

p<0.05 with speed and F(1,63)=1.08, p<0.05 with acceleration. And cautious drivers drove the slowest and had the lowest

acceleration, while dangerous drivers drove the fastest and had the highest acceleration.

In the hazard scenario, the ANOVA showed no main effect in any hazard scenario, F(1,63)=1.51, p<0.05. However,

the hazardous driving style drove the fastest in the Hazard 1 scenario (11.75 m/s) and had the lowest percentage of hazard

discrimination (31.25%). Drivers’ hazard perception was significantly lower in both the pedestrian presence and turnaround

scenarios, and the hazard perception was weakest in this scenario for dangerous drivers, followed by angry drivers and anxious

drivers, and the highest hazard perception was for cautious drivers.

Discussion

The main purpose of the experiments studied in this paper is to examine the effects of (i) driver hazard perception and (ii)

driving style on hazard perception. The evidence accumulated from the experiments provides some insights into driving hazard

perception and the effect of driving style on hazard perception.

The importance of hazard perception in driving style
The first key finding was the importance of driving style for hazard detection. In an earlier study of driving styles, it

was found that the incidence of hazardous events was positively associated with dangerous as well as angry driving styles
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and negatively associated with anxious and cautious driving styles16. This suggests that dangerous and angry drivers are

weaker in terms of hazard perception compared to cautious and anxious drivers. Hazard detection times are smaller when

dangerous drivers are in a dangerous scenario since dangerous drivers usually choose to drive at high speeds on the road, and

therefore the driver is in a high-risk situation in most situations16, which results in dangerous drivers being in a lower position

in terms of hazard perception than drivers with their driving style. However, when it comes to driving, not only are hazard

perceptions weaker for hazard drivers, but also for angry drivers. In the experiments, the drivers’ hazards and hazard perception

deteriorated significantly when the angry drivers were in a dangerous situation. This result can be explained by the fact that

these drivers often show violent behavior on the road, accompanied by negative emotions such as anger, confrontation, and

irritability. Although the behavior displayed by angry drivers maybe as a dangerous driving style, the difference lies in the lack

of motivation. Rather than looking for excitement, angry drivers satisfy the need to win over others and vent frustration16. This

change in mood, therefore, leads to a smaller hazard detection time for angry drivers (1407.94ms), failing to detect hazards

earlier and making the probability of an accident higher.

While both dangerous and anxious drivers have a weaker hazard perception, cautious and anxious drivers differ from this.

Anxious drivers showed higher hazard discrimination (62.5%)and a negatively longer hazard detection time (1412.31ms)

when performing hazard detection. However, despite demonstrating better hazard perception, there were certain deficiencies.

Anxious drivers are usually not confident in or about their driving ability and show hesitation or an inability to make effective

decisions when driving. This performance can be seen in the changes in speed, which are more frequent and fluctuate widely

(11.44m/s). The driver with the cautious driving style has the best hazard perception compared to the anxious driving style.

This finding can be seen in terms of hazard detection time, hazard discrimination percentage, and speed and acceleration. That

is, the cautious driver has the highest negative hazard detection time, which indicates that the driver can detect the onset of a

hazardous event at the earliest. Speed was at the lowest speed (10.56m/s) for the four drivers with different driving styles, and

acceleration varied less (0.356m/s2) to detect hazards with higher accuracy (81.25%). This is because cautious drivers have less

emotional volatility and usually plan or exercise self-control and discipline to regulate their emotions. As a result, drivers can

make effective and correct decisions in a clear and rational manner, resulting in a lower probability of accidents.

Different driving hazard scenarios

Another key finding was the variability in hazard perception of drivers with different driving styles in different hazard

scenarios. For example, in both the lane change and U-turn scenarios, drivers ’ hazard perception was significantly lower than

in the pedestrian presence and U-turn scenarios, and in this scenario, the hazard perception was weakest for dangerous drivers

and highest for cautious drivers, as indicated by the hazard detection time (-1406.88ms) and the correctness of hazard detection

(81.25%). This result can be explained by the fact that lane-changing scenarios tend to trigger congestion situations36, leading

to long-term confusing traffic phenomena such as stop-and-go or reduced capacity. The lane change scenario also requires

drivers to match their speed to the target lane, find the right gap in the target lane, ensure that the driver’s own intention to

change lanes is recognized by other drivers, and have the ability to perform the lane change34. These rigorous operational

steps are rigid for risky drivers, who are often focused on satisfying the psychological need to take risks and choose high

speed, high-risk driving behavior. Therefore, hazard drivers have the lowest hazard perception when changing lanes. Cautious

drivers, on the other hand, have the highest hazard perception of lane change scenarios compared to dangerous drivers. This

may be related to the cautious driver’s rigorous handling, advanced planning, and self-emotional control. Anxious and angry

drivers were in the middle of the range in terms of hazard perception in lane change scenarios, with anxious drivers being more

likely than angry drivers (62.5% >43.75%). The results can be demonstrated by hazard detection time, speed, and acceleration

(-1407.94ms >-1412.31ms, 11.44m/s <11.56m/s, 0.361m/s2 <0.371m/s2).

The results from the turnaround and pedestrian scenarios were like those for the lane-changing scenario, i.e., hazard

perception was the lowest for dangerous drivers, the highest for cautious drivers, and intermediate for anxious and angry drivers

in the lane-changing scenario, with more anxious drivers than angry drivers. The interpretation of this result is also similar to

that of the lane-changing scenario.

Driving demographics

Influence of gender

Differences in hazard perception result from gender differences. As shown in Fig 9, hazard detection times were generally

lower for males than females (-1433.94ms <- 1393.41ms), meaning that female drivers were better at recognizing the occurrence

of hazardous events than male drivers, and higher hazard perception than men(Fig 10). This suggests that female drivers are

better at hazard perception compared to male drivers. When drivers are in a lane change scenario, male drivers usually change

lanes quickly through higher speeds(Fig 7) and agile driving remove, whereas female drivers drive with relative uncertainty and

hesitation. Although female drivers ’ hesitation can lead to hazardous events, higher speeds can make male drivers more likely

to experience hazardous events during lane changes.
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Male drivers scored lower than females on anxiety and cautious driving styles compared to female drivers. This result can

be explained by the fact that male drivers often choose to drive at high speeds (Fig 8) to satisfy their psychological need to take

risks and overtake, while female drivers usually choose to drive at lower speeds and drive steadily. As a result, male drivers

predominantly exhibit a dangerous and angry driving style, while females predominantly exhibit an anxious and cautious

driving style. As a result, male drivers are relatively less able to perceive danger than female drivers due to the influence of

gender on driving style.

Its limitations and future directions

Although real-world conditions are better reflected in on/off VR scenarios, the present study faces the same problem as

all other VR-based behavioral studies in that the ecological validity of the results is challenged due to possible differences

between the virtual environment and reality. Ecological validity refers to the extent to which the perceptions and responses of

experimental subjects can be generalized to real-life environments39. It is highly dependent on the sense of the presence of IVE

participants, which is determined by the level of realism of IVE40. Future research is needed to further improve the IVE, for

example, by improving the quality of model rendering and increasing the sense of driver experience.

Although hazard perception was tested for this study, hazard prediction was not investigated. Tests of hazard prediction

can also show how drivers react to hazards, so future research could further develop the measurement of hazard prediction.

This could be done by adding hazard prediction tests to drivers with different driving styles and comparing the results of hazard

perception tests with those of hazard prediction tests to find the best results under VR.

In this paper, only three more typical hazard scenarios are selected for measurement, but in the real world, hazard scenarios

are much richer. Further research needs to be carried out on their applicability to hazard scenarios and the results of this study.

Conclusion

This study used VR technology to integrate hazard perception tests with driving styles. The findings highlight that (1) the

VR technology was able to really reflect hazard situations and participants were able to react more realistically. (2) hazard

perception was weakest for drivers with a dangerous driving style, strongest for drivers with a cautious driving style, and there

was little difference in hazard perception between drivers with anxious and angry driving styles. (3) lane changing was the most

hazard-prone scenario and drivers’ hazard perception was weakest in this scenario, leading to an increase in the incidence of

crashes, male drivers had stronger hazard perceptions than female drivers, and this led to an increase in the incidence of crashes.

Drivers’ hazard perception was weakest in this scenario, leading to an increase in the incidence of crashes. (4) male drivers had

stronger hazard perception than female drivers. These results may have many implications for road safety. For example, our

study isolates the differences in hazard perception between drivers with different driving styles and uses this difference to tailor

training to improve hazard perception and reduce the occurrence of hazardous situations. Importantly, our findings provide a

new paradigm for detecting hazard perception that could improve hazard perception during dynamic activities such as driving

and reduce the probability of accidents.
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Figure 6. Time
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Figure 9. Effect of gender on probability
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Figure 10. Effect of gender on time
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